During the coronavirus pandemic, the value of treatment with Dr Allen’s Device has risen to
prominence like never before. Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) due to benign prostatic
hyperplasia (BPH) are occurring increasingly more often all over the world. This health
condition is highly troubling for men. While very common, BPH is a slow-developing noncancerous condition and, therefore, does not necessitate aggressive treatments, such as
synthetic medications and surgery. In fact, most cases of BPH can be treated gently and
safely with the innovative Dr Allen’s Device.
Worn as a belt, Dr Allen’s Device provides the gentle and harmless Thermobalancing
therapy that stops prostate enlargement, reduces the size of enlarged prostate and LUTS.
The superior at-home treatment with Dr Allen’s Device is immensely helpful during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
Serious measures have been taken in response to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak to
protect patients and hospital staff. National governments have asked people to stay at
home to prevent the wider spread of the virus. Dr Allen’s Device offers an exceptional
opportunity for every man to stay at home and effectively treat their prostate and urination
problems.
The cause of prostate enlargement
The growth of non-cancerous prostate tissue begins due to changes at the capillary level,
explains Dr Simon Allen. Indeed, these changes in microcirculation lead to the expansion of
capillaries, which is the basis of angiogenesis and new tissue growth.
The initial triggers causing a capillary “malfunction” can be a cold, infection or stress. With
age, they create a constant trigger inside the prostate gland, namely the focus of
hypothermia. This trigger is responsible for additional growth of capillaries and the build-up
of pressure inside the affected prostate – pushing the prostate to enlarge.
The clinically proven Thermobalancing therapy addresses capillary “malfunction” and shows
remarkable treatment results. Wearing Dr Allen’s Device improves blood circulation in the
prostate tissue naturally. The unique design of Dr Allen’s Device uses the naturally emitted
body heat to warm up to the right level. It then channels the optimal amount of heat to the
prostate eliminating the focus of hypothermia in the tissue, thus treating BPH at its cause.
Standard BPH treatments can harm
BPH drugs do not treat the cause of prostate enlargement. Alpha-blockers relax the muscles
of the bladder, allowing urine to flow more easily. In the long term, these drugs can develop
bladder muscle weakness and urinary incontinence, the so called “drug-induced urinary
incontinence”.
Alpha blockers and silodosin, such as Tamsulosin, Flomax, Terazosin, Rapaflo, Silodyx, and
other drugs, often develop a whole variety of annoying side effects, such as retrograde
ejaculation, fatigue, headache, dizziness, and sexual dysfunction.

5-alpha reductase inhibitors, such as Finasteride, Proscar and Avodart, are also responsible
for many side effects, many of which can be irreversible, and include hair loss, sexual
dysfunction, impotence, depression, headaches, dizziness, testicle pain, and even diabetes.

Minimally invasive surgical procedures simply cut out a part of the prostate gland – but the
outcomes may not be that simple. These operations are responsible for irreversible side
effects and health conditions that cause depression in almost 25% of men.
It therefore makes sense to accept BPH drugs and surgery only as the measures of last
resort. A much more sensible approach is to start with a gentle treatment. And Dr Allen’s
Device comes up as the winner treatment.
Natural prostate treatment that reduces LUTS and improves wellbeing
Tackling BPH treatment with the non-invasive Dr Allen’s Device is a proven way to preserve
men’s health and wellbeing. Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen’s Devices have a patent
issued by the USPTO and show compelling medical evidence that this is completely unique
treatment for chronic pain and diseases actually works.

A clinical trial on the efficacy and safety of Thermobalancing therapy with Dr Allen’s Device
for BPH and LUTS was conducted for 3 years involving 248 men with BPH. The results
confirmed both high effectiveness and complete safety of Dr Allen’s Device. And the data
has been published in scientific journals. Moreover, 10-year long empirical evidence strongly
confirms that Dr Allen’s Device helps men to reduce the prostate volume and ease lower
urinary tract symptoms (LUTS).
Fine Treatment https://finetreatment.com/ is a leading British healthcare company and an
international supplier of Dr Allen’s Devices. To make this treatment more accessible, Fine
Treatment is offering a free international guaranteed delivery on all Dr Allen’s Devices.
Everyone can now receive Dr Allen’s Devices at home.
Every man who is troubled by LUTS and BPH can now benefit from this user-friendly and
effective prostate treatment with Dr Allen’s Device in the safety of their home, avoiding
unnecessary visits to clinics and hospitals and so minimizing the risks of getting coronavirus
COVID-19 and passing it on to others. Staying at home saves lives, and Dr Allen’s Device
allows you to do just that.

